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            Abstract
In the mammalian cerebral cortex, neural responses are highly variable during spontaneous activity and sensory stimulation. To explain this variability, the cortex of alert animals has been proposed to be in an asynchronous high-conductance state in which irregular spiking arises from the convergence of large numbers of uncorrelated excitatory and inhibitory inputs onto individual neurons1,2,3,4. Signatures of this state are that a neuronâ€™s membrane potential (Vm) hovers just below spike threshold, and its aggregate synaptic input is nearly Gaussian, arising from many uncorrelated inputs1,2,3,4. Alternatively, irregular spiking could arise from infrequent correlated input events that elicit large fluctuations in Vm (refs 5, 6). To distinguish between these hypotheses, we developed a technique to perform whole-cell Vm measurements from the cortex of behaving monkeys, focusing on primary visual cortex (V1) of monkeys performing a visual fixation task. Here we show that, contrary to the predictions of an asynchronous state, mean Vm during fixation was far from threshold (14â€‰mV) and spiking was triggered by occasional large spontaneous fluctuations. Distributions of Vm values were skewed beyond that expected for a range of Gaussian input6,7, but were consistent with synaptic input arising from infrequent correlated events5,6. Furthermore, spontaneous fluctuations in Vm were correlated with the surrounding network activity, as reflected in simultaneously recorded nearby local field potential. Visual stimulation, however, led to responses more consistent with an asynchronous state: mean Vm approached threshold, fluctuations became more Gaussian, and correlations between single neurons and the surrounding network were disrupted. These observations show that sensory drive can shift a common cortical circuitry from a synchronous to an asynchronous state.
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                    Figure 1: Vm characteristics depend on network state.[image: ]


Figure 2: Occasional large spontaneous fluctuations in Vm during fixation.[image: ]


Figure 3: Visually evoked Vm is closer to threshold and has more Gaussian fluctuations.[image: ]


Figure 4: Magnitude of Vmâ€“LFP cross-correlation decreases during visual stimulation.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Orientation tuning of Vm and spike rate.
a, Vm responses (top traces), eye position traces (bottom pairs of traces) from three blank trials (left), three trials at the preferred orientation (centre), and three trials at the orthogonal orientation (right). b, Trial averaged Vm (top) and spike rate (bottom) for all orientations, from the neuron in a. c, Spike rate versus membrane potential, and best-fit thresholded power law, from the neuron in a. d, Orientation tuning curves for Vm and spike rate, and predicted spike rate orientation tuning curve using the Vm orientation tuning curve and the best-fit thresholded power law in c, from the neuron in a. e, Orientation selectivity index (OSI) for spike rate versus OSI for Vm. Lines represent expected relationships between spike rate OSI and Vm OSI for thresholded power laws with exponents 2, 3 and 5 (blue, red and black, respectively). f, Fourier component of the response with the same temporal frequency as the moving sinusoidal grating visual stimulus divided by the time-averaged response for spike rate (R1/R0) versus that for Vm (V1/V0). Lines represent expected relationships between R1/R0 and V1/V0 for thresholded power laws with exponents 2, 3 and 5 (blue, red and black, respectively).


Extended Data Figure 2 Estimation and implication of Vm skewness during blank trials.
a, Gaussian excitatory (black) and inhibitory (red) conductances, Vm with spiking disabled (green), Vm with spiking enabled (light blue), and Vm with spikes removed (dark blue), and corresponding Vm amplitude histograms and skewness values Î¶, for a simulated neuron with Hodgkinâ€“Huxley conductances. b, Vm with spiking (light blue) and with spikes removed (dark blue) and corresponding Vm amplitude histograms and skewness values Î¶, for a recorded neuron. c, Apparent skewness from Vm with spikes removed versus skewness from Vm with spiking disabled from a simulated neuron with Hodgkinâ€“Huxley conductances, for a range of Gaussian inputs.


Extended Data Figure 3 Estimation of Vm skewness during visual stimulation trials.
a, Raw traces from several trials. b, Traces after bandpass filtering and spike removal. c, Vm responses from each cycle (top grey traces), cycle-averaged response (top black trace) and histogram of Vm responses (top histogram); residual traces from each cycle after subtraction of cycle-averaged response (bottom grey traces), cycle-averaged residuals (bottom black trace) and histogram of Vm residuals (bottom histogram). Note the change in vertical scale from top to bottom panels.


Extended Data Figure 4 Joint distribution of Vmâ€“threshold distance and skewness.
a, Joint distribution of Vmâ€“threshold distance and skewness Î¶ during blank trials. b, Joint distribution of Vmâ€“threshold distance and skewness Î¶ during preferred orientation trials.


Extended Data Figure 5 Membrane conductance during blank and visual stimulation trials.
a, Distribution of membrane resistance (left) and corresponding membrane conductance (right) during blank trials. b, Change in membrane conductance during visual stimulation in two example neurons during blank (left), preferred (centre) and 45Â° from preferred (right) trials. Each row shows data from a different neuron.


Extended Data Figure 6 Power spectra of Vm and LFP fluctuations from the trial average.
a, Power spectrum of Vm (top panels) and LFP (bottom panels) fluctuations from the trial average (residuals) during blank trials (left panels), residuals during preferred orientation stimulation (middle panels), and raw Vm traces during preferred orientation stimulation (right panel). Each trace corresponds to an individual neuron. b, Population-averaged ratio of power spectrum at the preferred orientation to power spectrum for blank trials for Vm fluctuations from the trial average (â€˜Vm residualsâ€™, left panel), LFP fluctuations from the trial average (â€˜LFP residualsâ€™, middle panel), and raw Vm (right panel). Error bars are jack-knifed standard errors.


Extended Data Figure 7 Vmâ€“LFP coherence magnitude for blank trials and visual stimulation.
Population-averaged Vmâ€“LFP coherence magnitudes for blank trials (green) and at the preferred orientation (lavender). Error bars are jack-knifed standard errors.


Extended Data Figure 8 Decreased magnitude of Vmâ€“LFP correlation during a flashed stimulus in a visual saccade task.
a, Each trial began when a fixation spot was displayed at the centre of a monitor in front of the monkey. The monkey had to shift gaze to the fixation point and maintain tight fixation for at least 1,500â€‰ms. A flashed Gabor target stimulus appeared at a random time between 1,000 and 1,500â€‰ms after the monkey had established tight fixation. The monkey had to saccade to the target stimulus within 600â€‰ms to receive a reward. We analysed Vm and LFP only from trials in which the monkey performed the task successfully. b, Simultaneously recorded Vm and LFP, as well as eye movement traces, in two trials from an example neuron. Asterisks indicate near-simultaneous deflections in Vm and LFP during the pre-stimulus fixation period. Grey shading indicates the analysis period for correlations during the flashed Gabor stimulus; we included 30â€‰ms after saccade onset in this period, because the visual latency for spike responses in the lateral geniculate nucleus is greater than 30â€‰ms. c, Zero-lag cross-correlation between Vm and LFP fluctuations from the trial average during the flashed Gabor stimulus versus during the pre-stimulus period.


Extended Data Figure 9 Summary of first saccade latency and peak velocity in monkeys T and W, which together contributed the majority of the recorded data.
a, Top: histogram of latency of first saccade after fixation point termination in three neurons (158 trials) in monkey W. Arrow indicates median latency (217â€‰ms). In 1.9% of the trials no saccade was detected in the 600â€‰ms after fixation point termination. Bottom: histogram of peak eye velocity for first saccades during the 600â€‰ms after fixation point offset. Arrow indicates median peak velocity (292Â°â€‰sâˆ’1). b, Results from eight neurons (464 trials) in monkey T. The format is the same as in a. Median latency is 314â€‰ms and median peak velocity is 229Â°â€‰sâˆ’1. Monkey W tended to make larger saccades away from fixation, whereas monkey T tended to make smaller saccades and in a small subset of the trials remained close to the fixation point location until the next trial was initiated. This may reflect the fact that the minimal inter-trial interval was shorter in monkey T than in monkey W. The short latency of the saccades after fixation point termination in the vast majority of the trials indicates that both monkeys were alert and attentive and were actively engaged in maintaining tight fixation.


Extended Data Figure 10 Regular-spiking neurons.
a, Vm response to injections of current steps of different magnitudes in an example neuron. b, Interspike interval during the current step versus interval ordinal. The interspike interval increased with interval ordinal, indicating that this neuron was regular-spiking.
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        Editorial Summary
Neural responses in the visual cortex
During spontaneous activity and sensory stimulation, neural responses in the mammalian cerebral cortex are highly variable. The dominant hypothesis offered to explain the phenomenon is that the cerebral cortex in alert animals is in an asynchronous high-conductance state. Nicholas Priebe and colleagues have used whole-cell recordings to obtain direct views of the synaptic input to single neurons in the primary visual cortex of monkeys performing a fixation task and their results favour an alternative hypothesis, in which during fixation without sensory stimulation, spiking is driven by infrequent correlated events. But when visual stimuli are presented, the cortex shifts from a synchronous to an asynchronous state. This finding suggests that a common cortical circuit can shift between synchronous and asynchronous states depending on sensory drive.
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